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A famous magician's journey to find the greatest cardsharp ever evokes the forgotten world of
magic where Americans found escape during the Great DepressionIt has the nostalgic quality of
an old-fashioned fable, but Karl Johnson's The Magician and the Cardsharp is a true story that
lovingly re-creates the sparkle of a vanished world. Here, set against the backdrop of America
struggling through the Depression, is the world of magic, a realm of stars, sleight of hand, and
sin where dreams could be realized - or stolen away.Following the Crash of '29, Dai Vernon,
known by magicians as "the man who fooled Houdini," is tramping down Midwestern backroads,
barely making ends meet. While swapping secrets with a Mexican gambler, he hears of a guy he
doesn't quite believe is real - a legendary mystery man who deals perfectly from the center of
the deck and who locals call the greatest cardsharp of all time. Determined to find the reclusive
genius, Vernon sets out on a journey through America's shady, slick, and sinful side - from mob-
run Kansas City through railroad towns that looked sleepy only in the daytime. Does he find the
sharp?Well, Karl Johnson did - after years of research into Vernon's colorful quest, research that
led him to places he never knew existed. Johnson takes us to the cardsharp's doorstep and
shows us how he bestowed on Vernon the greatest secret in magic. The Magician and the
Cardsharp is a unique and endlessly entertaining piece of history that reveals the artistry and
obsession of a special breed of American showmen.

"A weird, revealing delight . . . The accretion of details about this seemingly salt–of-the-earth
working stiff and the eccentric artistic genius who paid him creates an irresistible picture of
friendship, loyalty, and artistic temperament. . . . I enjoyed every word." —The New York Times
Book Review"As good an insider's view of middle- to late-period Kubrick as there is. . . . The
book is funny and casual throughout. Of special interest are D'Alessandro's set notes, revealing,
for example, that the cat lady room in A Clockwork Orange figured two decades later in Eyes
Wide Shut." —Kirkus“Utterly charming . . . [A] sweet and sentimental record of service to a
creative genius . . . the book's invitingly conversational tone and descriptions paint an all-too-
human portrait of a cloistered artist and ardent workaholic who expected everything and more
from his employees and returned their devotion in kind.” —Publishers Weekly"Through detailed
anecdotes and tender accounts of life both on location and off, D'Alessandro sheds light behind
the scenes of Kubrick's famously controlled sets and offers a unique portrait of the man himself."
—Vice"No great man is great for his butler, they say, . . . as if the private life of someone
extraordinary should always contradict his public image. That is not the case with the beautiful
portrait that Emilio D’Alessandro and Filippo Ulivieri paint in Stanley Kubrick and Me. [...]
D’Alessandro tells about a generous man, caring, perfectionist in his work, demanding in every
aspect of the daily life. [...] It is a delightful book, indeed: gentle and delicate as the summer that



slowly says goodbye and vanishes." —La Stampa"This memoir is exquisite, not to be missed." —
Il Sole 24 Ore"There are so many details about Kubrick’s daily life (and I mean 'daily,' not
'private': there is no gossip here) in this outstanding book—352 pages you read in a snap. [...]
Stanley Kubrick and Me is perhaps the most important book ever written about Kubrick. It offers
a portrait full of warmth, a touching memoir about the filmmaker, and at the same time it clears
away all the stupid and crazy stuff about him that has plagued his image for years."—
L’Unità"This is a story of genius and sweetness. It is an exciting book because it gives tons of
detail about how Kubrick’s films were made, but it is also, and surprisingly, a sort of sentimental
novel, beautifully written . . . a story of warm feelings—an oblique tale of two souls in which
genius and humility are knit together and sometimes exchange places."—Radio Capital"Here is
a perfect match, here are two men who greatly admired each other and are happy to show it. [...]
Stanley Kubrick and Emilio D’Alessandro, the visionary genius and the man who drove him
anywhere, the imaginative director and his factotum, the art of thinking and the craft of doing, the
mind and the body. They're like two happy kids at a birthday party."—Il Venerdì di
Repubblica"His portrayal of Kubrick is heartfelt, yet detached. There is a controlled admiration
running through the pages, a need to understand who Kubrick really was beyond the legend,
and above all without the usual tales that depict him as someone who was furiously, obsessively,
and crazily cut off from the world. [...] Emilio was the ideal character in a unique story, told with
devotion, respect, and freedom. Here, there are no unnecessary frills and no implausible details
that often damage many accounts of extraordinary encounters."—Il Venerdì di Repubblica"At
last, a new book that for the first time seems to succeed in capturing the real Kubrick, the
everyday man—who is indivisible from the artist, because thanks to the book you see how
Kubrick was always “on.” always working, focused on his job. . . It is a very humorous book, and a
touching one, even moving: something that is indeed a paradox for an artist who kept tears
constantly away in his films. [...] The book offers relaxing reading for any Kubrick fan who has
tried for years to distinguish the truth from the Internet bullshit. After reading the book, I think I
love Emilio, and Stanley as well." —Globalist --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorEmilio D'Alessandro left Italy at eighteen to become a racecar driver but
turned to driving a minicab after the economic crisis in the late sixties ended his career. He
worked closely with Stanley Kubrick for thirty years while raising a family with his wife, Janette.
After Kubrick's death, he returned to his native land. He lives in Cassino, Italy.Filippo Ulivieri was
born 1977 and is Italy’s leading expert on Stanley Kubrick. Since 1999, he has run the website
archiviokubrick.it, a database of factual information about the life and work of Stanley Kubrick.
His research on 2001: A Space Odyssey, A Clockwork Orange, Kubrick’s unrealized films, and
the myths surrounding his public image have been presented in several international
conferences and published in Italian and English. He has adapted Stanley Kubrick and Me for
the screen as S Is for Stanley (Alex Infascelli, 2015), winner of the David di Donatello award for
Best Documentary Feature. His most recent book is 2001 between Kubrick and Clarke: The
Genesis, Making, and Authorship of a Masterpiece. --This text refers to an alternate



kindle_edition edition.From the AuthorEmilio D'Alessandro left Italy at eighteen to become a
racecar driver but turned to driving a minicab after the economic crisis in the late sixties ended
his career. He worked closely with Stanley Kubrick for thirty years while raising a family with his
wife, Janette. After Kubrick's death, he returned to his native land. He lives in Cassino,
Italy.Filippo Ulivieri was born in 1977. He is a writer and teacher of film theory. The leading expert
on Stanley Kubrick in Italy, he has published articles on the director's life and films in several
newspapers and magazines, and created the site ArchivioKubrick. He lives in Tuscany and
Plymouth, UK. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Stanley Kubrick and MeThirty Years at His SideBy Emilio
DAlessandro, Filippo Ulivieri, Simon MarshSkyhorse PublishingContents1. Good Morning, I'm
Stanley Kubrick,2. Either You Care or You Don't,3. The Barry Lyndon Adventure,4. Open
House,5. Driving Lessons,6. The Shining,7. 390 Keys to 129 Doors,8. Stanley,9. Demolition Man: 
Full Metal Jacket,10. Tough Decisions,11. Kubrick,12. Pit Stop,13. A Fleeting Good-bye,14.
Personal Chemistry,15. Eyes Wide Shut,16. Ask Emilio,17. Back to Italy,Afterword: Emilio Will
Pick You Up at the Station,Acknowledgments,Appendix: Appreciations,Index of Names,Photo
Insert 1,Photo Insert 2,CHAPTER 1Good Morning, I'm Stanley KubrickIn the hawk films office,
an enormous white phallus reflected the light from the ceiling. To one side stood two young men,
staring at it motionlessly.It was half-past nine in the evening. Outside it was raining. I was cold
and wanted to go home. I'd been driving around London for more than eighteen hours, only to
find that the last urgent delivery I had to make was a big porcelain phallus."Hey!" I said, startling
them. "Give me a hand with this thing, will you?" We took it out to the Minx, but as we feared it
wouldn't fit in the trunk. We put it on the front seat. The end protruded from the front window. "I
don't suppose you have a blanket, do you?"From the Associated British Pictures Studios at
Borehamwood, I drove towards Thamesmead, a modern area on the right bank of the Thames.
The black ice slowed me down, and it took me more than an hour and a half to reach my
destination. Nobody else in the company had accepted the delivery. They all said it was too risky
in such bad weather. But my training as a race-car driver had prepared me to deal with any road
conditions. "Steady, not greedy," as my mentor used to say.The bundle beside me bounced up
and down as if it were alive. What damn film could it be for?When I arrived, another two young
men were waiting for me. They opened the car door, removed the contraption, and told me to
wait: I was going to have to return it. Off they went, carrying it like a baby in arms, and then they
brought it back to me without saying a word. I was bewildered. Not only by the peculiar load, but
also by the excessive suspiciousness surrounding the entire episode. I got in the car and drove
back to Janette's house. When I met my boss, Tony, at midnight, I confirmed the two weeks'
holiday I'd asked for and wished him Merry Christmas: 1970 was drawing to a close, and I hadn't
had a day off for nearly two years.My holiday at my parents' home in Sant' Angelo passed
quickly. When I returned to England, there was a note waiting for me on the desk at Mac's
Minicabs. It said that Hawk Films had phoned every day since I left, asking specifically for Emilio
D'Alessandro to make new deliveries. At the end of the note it said: ASK FOR MR.



HARLAN.Mac's Minicabs had practically rescued me. After losing my job because of the strikes
in the sixties, I'd spent weeks on end in the unemployment office waiting for something to
happen. I had faith that all those jobs I'd done during my ten years in England would count for
something. That writing gardener, orderly in a clinic, assistant cook in a hospital, mechanic,
factory worker, petrol pump attendant, and racing driver on a piece of paper would make a good
impression on a potential employer. Instead, every evening I trudged home demoralized. My wife
and I had tried just about everything. We had even rented out the house and moved down to my
brother's place in Wales, but it hadn't made any difference. After six months, there was just five
pounds left in our savings account, not even enough to do the shopping. If I didn't find a job
within a week, I wouldn't be able to feed my children or pay the mortgage: the house would be
repossessed.Mac's Minicabs, Drive when You want, Earn as much as you want, Working the
hours you want! That's what the ad said. I'd spent the last small change in my pocket at the
newsagent's on a cheap job magazine for the hopeless. The other ads weren't any better, and at
least this one had something to do with my greatest passion: cars. I had nothing to lose, so I
phoned and made an appointment the same day at their offices in Borehamwood.The Minicabs
manager, Tony McDonagh, showed me in and explained that the job was for a private taxi driver
without fixed working hours. Borehamwood and nearby Elstree were home to the British National
Studios, the film studios of Metro Goldwyn Mayer and EMI Films, nicknamed the British
Hollywood. Mac's Minicabs had an exclusive contract with some of the companies there and
provided transport for managers, executives, and actors. The minicab company got the
customers, and at the end of the week the drivers handed over a percentage of the takings. The
more I worked, the more I would earn. "Twenty-four hours a day, if you like," said Tony. I didn't
need to have any special licenses or documents, just a normal driver's license. My references as
a Formula Ford driver had caught Tony's eye. He immediately handed me a contract and offered
me the job."At a higher weekly commission rate we rent limousines if you want to deal with
important customers," he said as he took me to their parking lot."No," I said immediately,
knowing that I couldn't afford to give them a higher percentage, "I'll use my own car," and I
winked at the run-down Ford Capri I'd bought in Cardiff.It was a Friday, the weekend was just
around the corner, and people were getting ready to spend the evening in restaurants, pubs, or
cinemas. Tony gave me the address of my first customer; I invited them to get into the Capri and
took them to their destination. In addition to the fare, I got a ten-shilling tip. By the end of the
evening, I realized I'd earned what for me was an unbelievable amount of money.I went home,
went upstairs, and found Janette already in bed. I undressed quietly so as not to wake her, but
without turning over she whispered, "What's the time? How did it go?" "Fine," I answered,
moving closer and putting my arms around her. "It went really well. You can sleep peacefully
now, really."Tony's exclusive contracts included legal and production paperwork, so some days I
transported envelopes full of contracts, checks, and production documents. I waited in luxurious
center-city waiting rooms for the signed documents to be returned to me. Hawk Films was
probably one of these companies, though I can't say I really remembered all their names.Jan



Harlan, a slim, well-dressed man with thick brown hair and a mustache, invited me in and asked
me to take Maria, his wife, and the children to the airport. During the next few days he kept
asking for me and left Tony a list of jobs for me to do. The deliveries were all subject to the
maximum discretion. It wasn't easy to understand what Hawk Films actually did — shooting film
or shooting people — but I wasn't worried. I needed the work. Once, I did manage to see
something different from the usual to-ing and fro-ing: the front door of a white house out in the
sticks beyond Well End had been left ajar, and I caught a glimpse of nearly a dozen cats chasing
each other and rolling playfully on a brown carpet. Almost immediately a member of the crew
hurriedly shut the door.Hawk Films specifically requested that each job be completed on time,
without failure. There was always a deadline, a delivery time. I had to respect this and was
allowed at the very most fifteen minutes' leeway. After my meeting with Mr. Harlan, I didn't have
any direct contact with them: each morning, the secretary at Mac's Minicabs gave me a list of
the tasks that had been dictated to her over the phone. Every time I went back to the office, there
were more jobs to do. One day, though, someone from the Hawk Films office called and asked to
speak to me personally."Are you interested in working in the movies?""The movies? No, I drive
cars," I replied, without really having understood the question."Very well," was the reply. Not
another word."I'm interested in working," I said, in an attempt to fill the awkward silence. "Twenty-
four hours a day if necessary.""Exactly, that's just what we're looking for. Someone who doesn't
stick to the timetable!" said the voice with a laugh. "How would you like to work for us? And I
mean just for us?"A few days earlier, John Wayne had asked me exactly the same thing. Sitting
there on the backseat of the Hillman Minx, just like he was on the screen. With his thin lips and
slot-like eyes, he looked at me silently from the cinemascope of the rearview mirror. After days of
unfaltering silence on the road between Shepperton Studios and Pinewood, John Wayne finally
opened his mouth and asked me to work just for him. The offer did make me think: acting in films
meant that he would be constantly on the move, from one set to another, especially in the
Mexican deserts where they filmed westerns ... There was the risk that it wouldn't turn out to be a
steady job, and a steady job was what Hawk Films, with their permanent base in London, were
offering me. I glanced at him in the mirror and without turning around said no, that I wouldn't
accept. Dozens of times I'd seen him shoot the bad guy point-blank, but inside the Minx he just
said, "I understand," and looked away."That's fine by me," I answered the voice on the phone,
"but I still have a contract with the minicab company.""We'll take care of all that," said the voice.
"We'll reach an agreement with them about your contract."And that was it. In spring 1971 I
started working for Hawk Films, from six in the morning until dinnertime. Of course, there were
breaks and time to relax, but whenever the phone rang I had to be ready straightaway. It was
hard work, but I felt good. I was about to turn thirty, and I had a steady job again.One day a
couple of months later, Mr. Harlan sent me to Abbots Mead, a house beyond the outskirts of
northeast London. It was halfway along Barnet Lane, a tree-lined road that ran alongside the
parish of Elstree and Borehamwood.There was a closed metal gate with no bell. I tried pushing
it, and it opened slowly. I parked the car in the gravel courtyard under the branches of two large



trees. I rang the bell, and a rather tall lady with a big smile opened the front door. She introduced
herself as Kay, a secretary."Are you Emilio?" she asked. "Do you know who you're working
for?""Yes, for Hawk Films.""There's someone who would like to meet you. He'll be here in a
moment."A few minutes later, two golden retrievers came through one of the doors in the
corridor followed by a brisk-looking man of about forty."Good morning," he said, holding out his
hand."Good morning," I replied. We shook hands. He was slightly taller than me and had an
impressive, curly black beard. He looked like Fidel Castro."I'm Stanley Kubrick," he said, looking
me in the eye.There was a moment of silence. Maybe I was expected to say something. I didn't
say anything, apart from: "And I'm Emilio D'Alessandro."Without letting go of my hand, he took a
press clipping from his pocket."Is this you?"It was an old article from 1968 describing my career
as a Formula Ford driver."Yes, it's about me," I answered."Do you drive like that on the roads,
too?""No, you must be joking! Only when I was on the circuit.""Do you respect the speed limit
and road signs?" Was it a trick question?"Of course," I replied, "I have to respect the highway
code. Any infraction would be reported on my racing driver's license, too. I would lose points,
and my score affects my rating. I even have to be careful where I park."A smile appeared through
his beard. "I have a Mercedes 280 SEL automatic. Do you think you can handle it without a
problem?""It's a car that does half the work for you. I think I can manage the rest.""Let's try, then.
Why don't we have a night out with my family at the Royal Opera House and you drive us?"He
took his leave and went back into his room, followed by the dogs. Before he closed the door, I
caught a glimpse of a cat yawning and stretching on the desk. I smiled.The secretary explained
to me that this man, Stanley Kubrick, was a famous American film director who had been living
in England for some years. I had never heard of him. Those days I never went to the cinema. I
didn't have time. I'd driven a great many actors, actresses, and producers, but that's as far as my
knowledge of the world of film went: handshakes and tips. I only ever got to see actors in the
flesh."Are you pleased that you've met him?" asked the secretary."Well," I blurted out, trying to
think of something polite to say, "I'm pleased that he's an honest and respected person. That
means he'll treat me well, too."That evening, when I returned to Abbots Mead to take Mr. Kubrick
and his friendly, smiling wife, Christiane, to the Royal Opera House, I apologized for not having
recognized him. Cars, not cameras, were my world. I wouldn't even know how to hold a camera.
His wife laughed out loud at what I said, and he told me that it wasn't in the least bit
important.Two hours later, after the performance, Mr. Kubrick asked me if I wouldn't mind taking
an extra passenger. He moved aside to let a young, very elegant lady get in. He introduced her
to me as Gwyneth Jones, adding, "She is a famous opera singer." Understandably, he probably
imagined that I had never heard of her before."We need to stop at a restaurant, if you don't mind
waiting for us while we have something to eat. It's the Mumtaz. Do you know where it
is?""Halfway down Park Road. I've been there before.""What's the food like?""Actually, I meant
that I've taken clients there. I've never been inside, but from the outside, I'd say it looks like a
good place.""Okay ... but don't you need a map?" he added. "My chauffeur always has a map in
his hand.""If you don't know the streets of London after two years as a taxi driver, you'd do well to



emigrate!"The next day Mr. Kubrick asked me to take him to the American Embassy in
Grosvenor Square to renew his passport. Then we went to Wardour Street, to the London offices
of Warner Bros., the American company that financed his films. I was about to get into the
Mercedes again, but Mr. Kubrick stopped me: "Do you mind if we go in yours?" Before I had time
to reply that the Minx was a just a supermini and nowhere near as comfortable as the Mercedes,
he was already on the backseat.Kubrick looked around in silence while I drove. After a few
minutes, he said, "It's a nice car. Is it new?""No, I bought it secondhand. It's at least three years
old. It's got a fair amount of miles on the clock.""It looks new; it's in better condition than my
Mercedes. Do you look after it yourself?""Yes, but it doesn't take much — just a damp cloth now
and then to get rid of the dust.""The Mercedes isn't this clean when it comes back from the
carwash. Does everything work?"So far ..."There was another long silence."Why do you drive so
carefully?"He expected a Formula Ford driver to be more aggressive — all screeching tires and
whizzing around corners. I explained that this had been one of the most important lessons I'd
learned at the Brands Hatch Motor Racing Club course: if you take a corner too fast, when you
steer the car you risk skidding. "Imagine that you've got a glass full of water in the middle of the
hood," Tony Lanfranchi told us. "When you turn the corner, the water can tilt, but not so much
that it spills. If you get water on the hood, you've made a mistake."It was Tony who had taught
me everything I knew about car racing — he was a wonderful driver. He knew how to corner
instinctively and had tried to teach me to do it. "Get the front wheels on the edge of the curb and
then forget about the bend, think about the next one so that you can be sure to arrive there with
the shortest possible trajectory. You need to anticipate — your brain needs to be one curve
ahead of your body." And then he'd said, "Learn to feel the way the car vibrates if your tires are
losing their grip. Anticipate there as well. Like the way a doctor finds an illness before it becomes
apparent, you have to understand that you're skidding even before you actually skid."Was I
disturbing Kubrick by talking so much? My enthusiasm and nostalgia had carried me away.
However, in the rearview mirror I could see that he was listening carefully and looked interested,
so I added that Tony had also been an advisor on John Frankenheimer's film Grand Prix. He'd
also driven all the single-seater cars, going flat out to give the director the most spectacular
shots possible."What's that noise when you brake?" he asked. He'd noticed a squeaking sound
coming from the wheels.I enjoyed answering questions like this, because I could never talk
about cars to Janette. She got bored immediately."It must be a stone stuck between the brake
disk and the cover."I stopped at the first lay-by, got out, and gave the wheel a gentle kick."Is it
dangerous?""No, don't worry."The next time I braked, the wheel didn't make a sound. "How did
you know that?" "It's happened before. It does that sometimes."He didn't say anything else until
we pulled up in front of the embassy. He asked me to park in a road nearby and wait. I waited for
him for nearly three hours, and when he came back to the car he was rather annoyed. "A
complete waste of time!" he grumbled. "Can you go and get my documents next time? I'll give
you a signed proxy."When we arrived at Abbots Mead, the courtyard was swarming with busy
secretaries and assistants. Kubrick showed me to a shed on the left side of the courtyard and



stopped in front of two Volvos — a 146 "bought recently," and a yellow 240 "that only Christiane
uses." He pointed to a Ford van and a Volkswagen minibus parked a little farther down the shed.
These both belonged to Hawk Films and were used to get to the set or transport materials or
equipment. A Volkswagen pickup with a tarpaulin covering the trailer served the same purpose.
(Continues...)Excerpted from Stanley Kubrick and Me by Emilio DAlessandro, Filippo Ulivieri,
Simon Marsh. Copyright © 2012 il Saggiatore S.p.A.. Excerpted by permission of Skyhorse
Publishing.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for your personal use only. You may
not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright infringement is against the law. If
you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please
notify the publisher at: .ContentsTitle PageCopyright NoticeDedicationEpigraph1 Perfect2 Cards
on the Tracks3 Pleasant Hill4 With It5 Midnight6 Single-o7 The Best I’ve Met in Years8 Dice
Man9 And a Little Child Shall Lead Them10 The Gambler’s Rose11 One
CardNotesBibliographyAcknowledgmentsIndexAbout the AuthorCopyrightTHIS BOOK IS
DEDICATED, WITH MY LOVE AND MY LIFE, TO MIRAHis magic is performed with complete
naturalness, its artistry that of the art that conceals art. The consummate skill and technique is
there but it is never displayed; it is, on the contrary, so carefully hidden that the performer is
applauded not for his nimble-fingered dexterity but because he has, with the effortless ease of a
real magician, exhibited a feat of what must be real magic.—Jean Hugard and Frederick Braue,
Expert Card Technique, Third Edition1PERFECTTo Dai Vernon, Amador Villasenor was a lucky
draw, like turning up three aces in the last hand on a losing night. To the cops in Wichita, who
had searched for him for three long years, Villasenor was a gambler, a cardsharp, a thief, and a
killer.Though perhaps not a first-degree murderer. Villasenor swore he had acted in self-defense,
and the police and his jailers believed what he had to say. The distinction was a technicality,
maybe, but his freedom depended on it. Villasenor had, after all, taken a man’s life. He had
confessed to shooting one Benito Leija and leaving him to meet his maker in the grit of a Wichita
alleyway back in the red-hot summer of 1929. He said he had even watched as Leija—like
himself, a young Mexican in his twenties, a gambler well accustomed to the feel of cards and
dice—had staggered off the sidewalk outside Manuel Garcia’s poolroom in Wichita’s North End,
contemplating his speedily approaching end. Villasenor had jumped in his car on that July
evening and bolted out of the city as Leija pitched forward from his knees into a pool of his own
blood.Vernon, who had just come to Wichita, knew little of what had landed Villasenor in the
city’s Sedgwick County Jail, where he was meeting him on a wet winter night during the first
gloomy week of February 1932. The crime had happened long before Vernon arrived in Wichita
and it didn’t really interest him. To Vernon, Villasenor’s predicament was a scrape like a million
others, a “gambling mix-up,” he called it. Vernon certainly wasn’t one to make a hobby of murder.
That was not his line.What roused Vernon on this chilly evening was the possibility he might
learn something from Villasenor he could use in his magic. Vernon was a magician, an artist.
Magic was his obsession. It was what he cared about more than anything else. For three
decades, Vernon, now thirty-seven, had been consumed by magic. At times, it possessed him. It
was what he puzzled over, theorized about, dreamed of.Magic would keep Vernon up for days at
a time with no thought of food or rest. Magic softened these hard times of the Depression. Magic
made his dull days cutting silhouettes in a department store in this wheat-and-oil town passable.
He was a world away from the ritzy Park Avenue soirees where he had once been the featured



attraction, but magic made even that bearable. It was what allowed Vernon to walk blithely into a
jail to shake hands with a killer. Vernon would smile and follow the devil himself if it meant he
could bring back something, a sleight, a ruse, a line of patter, that he could use in his art.In the
Twenties magic had offered audiences a cocktail of glamour and glitz, elegance and escape, to
chase away the humdrum workaday world. To most of the great illusionists of that golden era,
bigger was better. Magic, to those veterans of the slam-bang vaudeville tours, meant stage
spectacles on a grand scale. The tuxedoed, ministerial Howard Thurston, then considered the
most popular magician in the world, offered up his portentous Wonder Show of the Universe with
ever-more-elaborate levitations and disappearances, including the “Vanishing Whippet
Automobile,” packed with seven gorgeous young beauties. Horace Goldin, known as the
Whirlwind Illusionist, jammed so many effects into his dizzying act that he had stopped speaking
on stage altogether lest he slow down the pace. “Silence is Goldin,” a British competitor had
quipped. But to Dai Vernon, spectacle had little to do with magic. To Vernon, the magic was not
in the size of the stage or the number of tricks on the bill or the box-office receipts.Vernon had
first started popping up at New York’s fabled magic shops around the end of World War I. He
was from Canada, dashing and cultured, and he handled cards with a gentle grace, coaxing
such startling effects from them that even the most experienced magicians were flummoxed. In
short order, he was ushered into the hallowed back rooms where only the most elite practitioners
of the ancient art were allowed to gather.Quickly, quietly, he had begun to steer his art in a new
direction. He was as different from an old-style illusionist as an Impressionist was from a sign
painter. Rather than larger and faster, he preferred to make magic that seemed more casual, and
thus more natural. And as he became more well-known, a small group of nimble-fingered sleight-
of-hand artists, who came to be dubbed the Inner Circle, gathered around him. They were a
quiet band of artistic assassins killing off the old Victorian ways of magic. Vernon was the Lenin
to the rest of these revolutionaries. He became magic’s Picasso, its Hemingway, its Duke
Ellington.Vernon had little interest in the old stage ruses. He believed that sleight of hand and
psychological subtlety far surpassed the hidden mirrors and wires used by conventional
illusionists. To him, the proper stage for real magic was not the expanse of the vaudeville boards,
but the unadorned human hand, held out just before his spectators’ eyes. And the best props
were not floating women or disappearing automobiles, but bits of string, colorful silks, cups and
balls, coins and cards. Always cards.Cards were Vernon’s first love. They were the choice
instrument for his audacious style of magic. He moved away from the pick-a-card tricks that
always started the same way, preferring instead to have people merely think of a card without
touching the deck. Then he would look them in the eye and tell them the exact card they were
thinking of. He replaced the dull Victorian patter with sharp, modern tales peppered with slang.
With a rakish grin, the smoke of his cigarette curling up around his dark eyes, Vernon would
deftly maneuver the cards with his long, elegant fingers, improvising with them the way a jazz
musician might with his cornet, beginning an effect without knowing exactly where he was going
to take it.The Wichita jail was an imposing building that held a small town’s worth of prisoners,



over eight hundred, from murderers down to bad-check writers. Since the Depression had
tightened its grip and winter had settled, a new class of prisoner had begun to appear—hobos,
drunks, and other down-and-outers looking for a hot meal and a warm, dry place to stay the
night. Vernon’s friend Faucett Ross, a fellow magician who had gotten the tip about a gambler in
the lockup who was a whiz with a pack of cards, went in with him. After Ross gave the inmates
some smiles by doing a few tricks, the guards went down to the cell block to fetch Amador
Villasenor.No wave of a wand or abracadabra could make the Depression disappear. By the
Thirties, magicians were hard-pressed to keep themselves from vanishing. Audiences were
smaller now and with the advent of the “talkies” it was much harder to captivate them. For just a
quarter, there was the roaring King Kong astride the Empire State Building, his paw wrapped
around the scrumptious Fay Wray. How could magicians compete with movies? Back in the
heyday of vaudeville, the great magician T. Nelson Downs had dazzled thousands around the
world with his “Miser’s Dream,” pulling a seemingly endless supply of coins out of the air. But
now in the Depression, audiences were longing for “Pennies From Heaven.” Downs was retired
and friends were sending him postage stamps in their letters to be sure he could afford to write
back. After the stock market crash, even Vernon’s lucrative engagements for the Astors, the
Vanderbilts, and the Schwabs at their swanky parties and Long Island country clubs began to
disappear. With few prospects, he and his wife, Jeanne, with their young son, Ted, in tow, had
left Manhattan and hit the road.Vernon became an artist in exile, aimlessly making his way
across the country. He supported his family by cutting silhouette portraits, an improbably reliable
profession despite the times. In the summer of 1931, the Vernons were in Virginia Beach when
they decided they might as well head west. After reading in the newspaper about the gambling
resort of Reno, they decided to work their way across the country to Nevada to see what all the
fuss was about. By the middle of July, having braved the parched countryside of Kansas and
Oklahoma, they rolled into Colorado Springs.After the Dust Bowl, Colorado Springs was a
delightful oasis in the Rockies. It was cool and instantly restorative. Vernon was thrilled to find
master magician Paul Fox working a little carnival there, and he and Fox struck up a fast
friendship. Vernon set up his silhouette stand at Manitou, the posh resort at the foot of Pike’s
Peak. At summer’s end, the Vernons moved on, not to Reno, but to Denver now. There they met
up with Faucett Ross, who invited them to come to live near him in Wichita. Ross had told
Vernon he could cut silhouettes at the exclusive George Innes Department Store, the city’s
finest.“Show these fellows a couple of those things you were doing with the cards,” the guard
told Villasenor when they brought him up from the cell block. Villasenor was younger than
Vernon, about twenty-nine. He had a broad, roughly framed face and thick, black hair. Soft-
spoken, with hesitant English, he seemed eager to please the jailers with this demonstration. He
was an experienced sharp with several sleights in his repertoire, moves to “get the money,” as
the gamblers said. He began by showing the magicians a slick one he had worked up to beat the
game of monte, not the well-known three-card short con of riverboat and fairground fame, but a
card game popular among the Mexican workers who had been brought up north to labor in



Wichita’s slaughterhouses and train yards. Vernon watched intently. He could see that Villasenor
was a professional, but he could also tell that the Mexican was no great virtuoso. His card
handling was workmanlike, good for fooling these jail guards maybe, or drunken marks at a
roadhouse, but he was not a genuine sleight-of-hand artist. After demonstrating his monte move,
Villasenor showed off a couple of other sleights—a slip and a shift. Then, he moved on to his
false deals. Vernon saw everything coming.From the time he was a boy, when, by accident, he
discovered how his father had accomplished the first true magic trick he ever saw, Vernon had
been steeped in secrets. Magicians live with secrets, naturally, but few of them ever come to fully
understand their deepest intricacies. Vernon did. Early on, he came to see that the secret behind
the trick wasn’t the only ingredient needed to make great magic. But a secret was often the
starting point. So as he became obsessed with magic, he also became obsessed with secrets.
When Vernon was still in knickers, rambling around Ottawa on his bicycle, he developed a drive
to track down those who held the secrets to his art. If he heard a rumor about some boy who
could make a coin disappear, Vernon would jump on his bicycle and ride for miles until he found
him. If he saw con men at the racetrack, he would skulk around for hours, deflecting their threats,
until he discovered just what they were up to. His life became a quest for secrets.The deepest
secrets in magic, he discovered, were usually found in the skillful, fearless hands of those
Vernon called the gamblers—the cardsharps, the broad tossers, the dice mechanics who could
subvert any game they played without the slightest hesitation. Vernon came to see them as the
greatest magicians of them all. He had found some of the cardsharps’ secrets in a mysterious
book called The Expert at the Card Table, a bold volume he took as his bible but which most
other magicians shied away from, dismissing it as indecipherable. Still other secrets he learned
in person after tracking down gamblers. Magicians had been borrowing sleights from card
cheats for hundreds of years, but Vernon had an unprecedented knack for prying the cherished
tricks of the trade out of these closed men. He was tenacious, and he could handle people as
well as he handled cards. He laced his tricks with devastating moves taken from the card table—
false shuffles, palms, card switches, and many more. Other magicians couldn’t follow them. They
came to hold Vernon in awe.Of all the gamblers Vernon learned from, he was probably most
enamored of the false dealers. They were the elite among the cardsharps. The second dealers,
called Number Two men in gambling slang, could smoothly slide the second card off the deck
and make it look exactly like they were taking the top card. The bottom dealers—subway
dealers, they were called—could do the same with the bottom card. These sleights required
years of practice to master, and they could be devastating in a card game. Vernon sought these
men out diligently. Their techniques were rare in magic, and invaluable, allowing him to do tricks
that even other accomplished card magicians thought were impossibilities.Still, there was one
master among these false dealers, with one great secret, that had always eluded Vernon. It had
eluded everyone. Even among the most gifted of the cardsharps, this virtuoso remained just a
rumor, a fairy tale. Vernon had heard the tales over the years, of a cardsharp who could pick up a
deck that had been fairly cut according to the rules of play, and deal out any card from it that he



wanted. With a single deal from the center of the deck, this cardsharp could make all the rules
and the very laws of chance itself vanish. Just like a magician.The faint murmurs about the
center dealer, who supposedly lived somewhere in the Midwest, swirled into myth. From time to
time, Vernon heard new reports of this unparalleled master, but in the end he had always
dismissed the vague tales as hokum. He came to agree with those who considered such a feat
beyond reach, and removed the center deal from his list of obsessions—until he got to the
county jail in Wichita.“You’ve been a gambler all your life haven’t you?” Vernon asked Villasenor
as their visit wound down. After the Mexican had finished showing what he could do, they had
started to chat. Sure, Villasenor agreed, he had been gambling pretty much all his life. “Well,”
Vernon continued, “have you ever witnessed anything unusual…? You’ve played cards all your
life, have you ever seen anything you don’t understand?”Villasenor’s English may have been a
little shaky, but he didn’t hesitate now as he answered the magician. “In Kansas City,” he replied
immediately, a surge of excitement in his voice, “I see a fella. He deals cards from the center of
the pack.…”Suddenly, the magician was no longer just looking to liven up a stormy night. Ross
was stunned to see how Villasenor’s words electrified Vernon. Indeed, the way the Mexican
announced this news, so boldly, made Vernon think it could be the truth. He began firing
questions, asking Villasenor again and again how the man’s deal had looked. “Perfect,” the
gambler answered every time. Perfect. It was a word Vernon always shunned. Yet Villasenor
threw it down confidently, as he would a winning hand or a pair of loaded dice. Perfect.The end
of his session with Villasenor marked the start of Vernon’s search for this secret that had been
beyond his imagining, a secret held by a man he would come to consider the greatest sleight-of-
hand artist of them all. For decades, he would tell other magicians about it, a story many of them
would dismiss as a tall tale. It all began in a Wichita jail, Vernon would say.But the story of his
great quest didn’t begin on that wet, raw night in Wichita. It started much earlier, in Canada,
where a small boy came upon some playing cards strewn along the railroad tracks. He would
pick them up and use them to create his first tricks, devilish tricks like no one had ever seen
before.2CARDS ON THE TRACKSDai Vernon the man would chase after the secrets of cards
all his life. But for David Verner the boy, growing up in the Canadian capital of Ottawa at the
opening of the twentieth century, cards seemed to chase after him. They appeared everywhere,
blowing down the street like dry leaves or dropping at his feet like whirligigs from the maple trees
on a spring day.Like most boys, David and his buddies liked to play along the railroad tracks,
catching sight of the great trains as they roared off into the big, unknown world beyond their
hometown. These trains sometimes left intriguing flotsam in their wake. The sharp-eyed David
began to discover cards, even entire decks, scattered willy-nilly along the tracks.David didn’t
know it right away, but the cards he happened upon were a by-product of one of the more
audacious ploys of the teams of crooked gamblers who “played the rattlers”—worked the trains—
at the turn of the century. The rails were the common form of long-distance travel in those days,
and card playing was a popular diversion to help make the hours pass. Passengers frequently
gathered to organize impromptu games in the club or dining cars, and lone travelers especially



would often be invited in to round out a short-handed bridge game, which would then be
conveniently shifted over to poker at some point. They made easy targets, fat pigeons, for the
roaming mobs of cardsharps who specialized in the notorious “cold-deck” switch.The scam was
simple but bold. The sharps would purposely pick seats by a window that was easy to lift open.
Then, as the mark settled in comfortably, the group would play for a bit, chatting amiably and
enjoying what seemed to be an agreeably sporting diversion to while away the long train ride. At
some point, one of the sharps would begin to puff aggressively on a cigar and proceed to spill
ash all over the table, the cards, and the money. As the chorus of complaints from the other
gamblers, who were actually his cohorts, grew louder, another member of the team would
suddenly gather the cards to scoop up the offending ash and throw it out the
window.Unbeknownst to their victim, the cards would sail out the window, too. When the cheater
who had just brushed the ash off the table placed the cards back down, he would actually switch
in a different deck, which was stacked to deal certain winning, and losing, hands. This new deck
was known in the argot as a “cold deck” or “cooler,” because it was supposedly cooler to the
touch than the one the players had been handling. Although the move was as direct as a two-by-
four between the eyes, the sucker usually never knew what hit him. The distraction of the
housekeeping charade, or some similar ruse, served as efficient cover, or “shade,” as the sharps
called it.These cards on the tracks inspired young David Verner to craft one of his first magical
wonders. He would mark up a handful of his own cards—smudging one with dirt, tearing the
corner off another—so that he could read them without having to turn them over. Then he would
scatter a few facedown on the ground along the route he typically took home from school with
his friends. If they passed by later that day or the next day and no one noticed the cards, David
would keep quiet. If one of his friends did happen to see one of the cards, he would never
connect it to David. The boys were accustomed now to seeing cards lying around where they
weren’t expected.“Hey, you’re a magician,” one of his pals would call out, pointing. “Tell me what
that card is!” David played out the effect for all it was worth, hemming and hawing, hesitating. “I
can’t do miracles … wait a minute…” Then he’d name the card. The trick worked perfectly. He
floored his little school chums. Cardsharps inspired David’s magic from the very beginning.* *
*Dai Vernon called himself “born to deceive” and undoubtedly he was, in the same sense that
Nijinsky was born to dance or Bix Beiderbecke was born to blow his horn. But clearly he was
also shaped by the city where he was born David Frederick Wingfield Verner in June 1894. As it
turned out, Ottawa was not a bad place at all for this precocious, preternaturally perceptive boy
to begin to forge himself into the most influential magician of the twentieth century.The city was a
bustling national capital with a lively cultural scene when David was growing up there as a child
in the comfortable middle class. Still, as the new century dawned, Ottawa seemed to cling tightly
to Queen Victoria’s skirts, even as her long reign finally came to an end in 1901, when David was
five. If a woman smoked, it was a truly shocking event, and if her ankle was so much as glimpsed
while getting on a streetcar, the resulting scandal could ruin her. “Legs” were referred to as
“limbs” because the very word legs was considered just too provocative. Much to his eventual



amusement, David’s mother, Helen, was thoroughly immersed in these stuffy ways of thinking.
Of Scottish background, she was stern, religious, and looked on with distress as her son’s
interest and skills in magic developed. She considered performers crass, beneath them. They
were by nature immoral people. She wanted David and his two brothers, Napier and Arthur, to
play only with children from the “right” families.David’s father’s attitude was more relaxed. James
Verner, an official with the Canadian Department of Agriculture, was by all accounts an
easygoing, fun-loving man who apparently had a bit of the trickster in him, too. He first sparked
David’s interest in magic by demonstrating simple yet vexing tricks. It all began with a card trick,
of course, the day David’s father showed him a pack of Lord Fauntleroy “patience” cards (the
British name for solitaire). “Pick out an ace, a red ace,” his father directed him. “Now put it in the
center of the pack.” After David pushed the card into the middle of the deck, his father instructed
him to blow on the deck. “Harder,” his father commanded. Then he turned the pack over and
there was David’s ace, now on the bottom of the deck.His first magic, and it was right under his
nose. “Dad, do that again!” David cried. He begged to see the simple trick over and over again,
and then he implored his father to tell him how it was done. But David’s father held out for quite a
while before he showed him the secret. And he went on to perform other tricks for his son, some
of them much more elaborate than the trick with the red ace.Once, on his birthday, his father
announced that he was going to show him something he would really like. He led David over to
the big dining-room table—a great oval wooden piece with heavy leaves—took off the
tablecloth, and told the birthday boy to go fetch an eggcup and his colored chalk. Then they sat
down and his father made three chalk marks on the table: one red, one green, and one
yellow.David’s father pointed at the marks and told him to choose one. After he did, his father
covered the mark with the eggcup and then brought his hand down on the cup. When he held up
his hand, David could now see a trace of chalk on it. The color had gone, magically, right through
the cup.David was amazed, mystified, stumped, delighted—the wonderful emotional brew that
good magic can cook up. He immediately demanded a repeat performance. But this time he
challenged his father. He was already dissecting the trick. “Can you do it with the green this
time?” he asked. His father obliged, placing the cup over the green mark now, and then bringing
his hand down over it. When he held it up, David could see it was now smudged with green.
David pointed to another mark, and his father went through the routine once more.Just as with
the card trick, David’s father didn’t reveal his methods too quickly. David discovered this secret
on his own. A few days later when he was playing with some toy trains under the dining-room
table with his brother Napier, he happened to look up at the underside of the table. He spotted
something—three colored chalk marks. He was staring at the secret to the birthday trick. David,
his young mind racing, began to understand that his father had made the corresponding marks
under the table before he ever did the routine with the eggcup. It was so simple. David duly
reported to his father that he had figured out how the trick was done. But he had learned a
valuable lesson for magic. While the secret behind the trick could be uncomplicated, if the
presentation was direct and engaging the effect could still have thrilling results. David’s mania to



get to the bottom of magical methods was sparking to life.David began what he called his
“attack” on magic when he was about six. He had an early obsession with tricks with string and
decided that he was going to master 52 of them, the same number as cards in a deck. When he
first began experimenting with cards, he was forced to start with a miniature deck, called
Volunteers, because the regulation poker-size cards were much too wide for him to handle. He
used to look at his hand and wonder when it would be big enough to palm the adult cards.David
also demonstrated at an unusually early age that he had an immense appetite for practice. He
struggled, but he developed a drive to conquer the most difficult techniques. He emulated the
great musicians who would practice all day, and he could easily lose himself for nine, ten hours
at a time. In this way he would take on, with relish, the toughest sleights. He thrilled to the
challenge. In 1906, when he was just twelve, he started in on the second deal, long considered
to be one of the most difficult of the gambling-based card moves to master. Later, he added the
bottom deal, another supremely difficult sleight from the gaming tables. When he was still
learning to read, he began his first attempts at what magicians call the pass, still another hand-
cramping sleight. The pass is an invisible cut of the entire deck, and in the early twentieth
century was the leading method to bring a spectator’s chosen card to the top of the deck.
David’s parents, seeing how studious and diligent he was, thought he would make a fine
engineer one day.While he was exceptionally bright, David’s passion for practice often landed
him in trouble in school. Striving to master a trick or sleight, he just could not put it aside and so
he would practice at his desk. His favorite class for this little scam was geography because the
large atlas they used provided a good screen for him to hide behind. Inevitably, his teacher
would discover what he was doing and report him to his mother, who would get upset. But David
wasn’t worried much about his mother’s reaction. What bothered him the most was that the
teacher typically confiscated whatever little magic props he had been fiddling with behind the
atlas. She would steadfastly refuse to return them until the term was over.Whenever he could
scrape together enough money David would send away for still more effects and magical
literature from the leading supply houses of the day: Roterberg’s in Chicago and the esteemed
British shops Gamage’s and Davenport’s. He also tore through the boys’ magazines, Chums and
The Boys Own Paper, for any articles or ads that even hinted at magic. His parents got The
Strand Magazine, which sometimes featured spreads on gambling and cheating. David waited
excitedly every month for the new issue to arrive. One day, in the new YMCA reading room in
Ottawa, he discovered a copy of the influential magic magazine Mahatma. He read every
word.He also began devouring whatever books on magic he could get his hands on. He started
with the “legerdemain” section in the family encyclopedia, trying to work out the few sleights that
were mentioned there, usually with only the sparsest of descriptions. Then he moved to the vast
cornucopia available to him in Ottawa’s Carnegie Library. David loved to read and was
methodical and comprehensive in his approach to subjects. If he was interested in baseball (he
was a gifted natural athlete), he needed to read up on which wood was used to make the bat.
With tennis, he did research into how they strung the racket with gut. He applied the same



focused study to magic books, although there weren’t many readily available in those days. The
handful that were became classics: Sleight of Hand by Edwin Sachs, Our Magic by Nevil
Maskelyne and David Devant, and Modern Magic, Later Magic, and More Magic, the works of
the prolific British lawyer Angelo John Lewis, who wrote under the name Professor
Hoffmann.But no book had as great an effect on the budding magical genius as a slim,
mysterious volume known as The Expert at the Card Table. The book, apparently written by
someone using the pseudonym S. W. Erdnase, first appeared in 1902, when David was eight.
The Expert at the Card Table, or simply “Erdnase,” as it is often called, did what no magic book
had ever done. It presented detailed, comprehensive, and clearly illustrated descriptions of most
of the major sleights employed not only by the cardsharp but by the magician, too. It also
contained highly original handlings that had evidently been devised by the author, whose identity
has never been satisfactorily confirmed in the more than one hundred years since the book was
published (amazingly, it has never gone out of print in that time).Accounts vary as to just how old
David was when he first managed to lay his hands on a copy of The Expert at the Card Table.
Fittingly, given the elusive nature of its author, the history of the book is cloaked in uncertainty. In
those days in Canada, copyrights were, oddly, administered by the Department of Agriculture,
the very department where his father worked. It’s possible David may have seen The Expert
when it was first passed through his father’s office. But despite listing a Canadian copyright after
the title page, there is no solid evidence it was ever submitted there. (The book, which was
printed in Chicago, did have a valid U.S. copyright.) It’s much more likely that David first acquired
The Expert at the Card Table after 1905, when it appeared in paperback with a bright, bold king
of hearts design on the cover. He would have been eleven. Whatever his exact age, he was still
in his formative years as an artist. The book would have a thunderous influence on him and,
through him, on magic in the twentieth century.David lost himself to The Expert at the Card
Table. He carried the book everywhere, to school, even to church. Once, he sat in the pew toying
with cards on his lap with his father’s hat covering his hands. The rector looked down and
noticed. Also tucked under the hat was his copy of Erdnase. Eventually, David tore the fraying
cover off the book, the better for folding so that he could fit it easily in his pocket.It was an
extraordinary coming together, this meeting of David Verner, the child card prodigy who would
go on to be the most influential card magician of all time, and the ghostly Erdnase, who looms
over the art like some ancient, hidden god. It was as if someone had given Einstein the boy an
anonymously produced treatise on the general theory of relativity or the eight-year-old Freud a
tract on the interpretation of dreams and said, “Okay, why not just start from here. Study this.” It’s
quite a trick of history.After discovering The Expert at the Card Table, young David Verner
applied his unstinting practice ethic. As the difficult sleights started to work their way into his
hands, into his muscle memory, the language of the book—Erdnase’s voice—worked its way
permanently into his head. Erdnase’s voice in fact entered David’s consciousness so completely
that, over time, it started to merge with his own. He reached the point where he could quote The
Expert word for word. He memorized it like Scripture.Erdnase’s voice rises commandingly off the



pages of his classic. It’s authoritative and dominating, but never stodgy. His is a highly literate
voice, worldly, assured, sardonic, dismissive of the past, a modern voice. Erdnase sometimes
uses the omniscient tone of the first-person plural—the all-knowing, Victorian “we”—and
sometimes adopts the remove of the third-person singular. The style is fluent, literate, and
peppered with educated phrases and stylish words: ad libitum, simon-pure, congé,
twinkling.The book moves fluidly over a range of subjects. Erdnase offers instructions and
thoughts, from the importance of a specific section of an individual finger for successfully
executing a sleight, all the way to humankind’s primal urge to gamble or entertain. To Erdnase,
those subjects are not disparate at all. They’re expressly, intimately linked because they’re all
crucial to one who works with cards for a living, whether in a game at the card table or
entertaining with tricks in the drawing room. “The finished card expert considers nothing too
trivial that in any way contributes to his success,” Erdnase declares. He certainly applied that
standard to the book. Even the illustrations, drawings by Chicago artist Marshall D. Smith, were
groundbreaking for their clarity.* * *What did David learn when he applied himself to dissecting
The Expert at the Card Table? He discovered a vast array of sleights and tricks, what would be
for him an inexhaustible fountainhead of material. For all its hardnosed philosophical musings,
The Expert at the Card Table is first and foremost a detailed instructional manual. Magic had
never seen one so thorough and exacting, and it has seen only a small handful of that caliber
since. David, in his exacting way, first studied the technical terms outlined by Erdnase in the
introduction. He instinctively saw the logic to how Erdnase had organized the masterpiece. It
made sense to David, even as a child, to get a thorough grounding first.Erdnase’s bank of terms
—stock, in-jog, out-jog, throw, blind, run cut, and so on—expanded on the earlier works about
card handling. His definitions are succinct, clear, and complete. “To crimp,” he writes, is “to bend
one or a number of cards, so that they may be distinguished or located.” A “jog” is “a card
protruding a little from any part of the deck, about quarter of an inch, to fix the location of any
particular card or cards.” These and the other terms laid out at the beginning of The Expert
became the basis for the technical vocabulary of modern card magic. Later, David would begin
to develop his own variations of the sleights detailed in Erdnase’s book.The book also offered
David something else that was new to him: the idea of thought behind action, philosophy behind
technique. Erdnase’s book is imbued with the unapologetic notion that there is an artistic
approach to card handling, even if it is in the service of the crime of card cheating. Indeed,
Erdnase continually refers to the entire endeavor, cardsharping and card magic, as “art.” His
handlings all stress efficiency, practicality, and elegance, and he recommends certain methods
because they are “artistic” and disdains others because they are “inartistic.” Erdnase could
sound like a scold on that score. The full subtitle of his great work read A Treatise on the Science
and Art of Manipulating Cards. Those were two powerful words, art and science. David got the
message early on.But of everything Erdnase imparted to David Verner, perhaps the most
powerful element was yet another obsession, one rooted in a simple yet potent rule of card-table
play. Erdnase stresses in The Expert that he is offering moves appropriate for the cheater who



works alone, what he dubs the “player without an ally” and what cheaters later called “single-o.”
It’s one of the reasons the book has been so useful for card magicians, who mostly work alone.
(Conversely, the vast majority of cardsharps work in teams.)The “player without an ally,” Erdnase
states, faces huge problems and risks at the card table. None is more daunting than a sequence
that is as much a part of poker as the cards themselves. “The greatest obstacle in the path of the
lone player is the cut,” Erdnase states with finality. “Were it not for this formality his deal would
mean the money.” The “formality” of the cut, Erdnase makes plain, is quite effective when it
comes to combating many of the classic solo cheating techniques of his day (Erdnase is
somewhat coy about revealing just how much cheating he may have done himself). Erdnase
shows in The Expert that he was obsessed with the cut. It was an obsession that David caught,
and it helps explain his manic drive to find the center deal.“Trust everybody,” went one version of
the old saying, “but always cut the cards.” Other versions had it, “Put your faith in Providence…”
or “Trust in God…” or even more directly, and probably more to the point for wayward gamblers,
“Trust your mother.…” In poker, by far the most important of the card games for the men Dai
Vernon would spend his life chasing, this dictum surely resonated. Anybody who spent time
around a card table in the early twentieth century knew that the cut was one of the inviolable
rules of proper card play.In the days of Erdnase and the young Vernon, it was still common for
the deck to be passed after each hand to the next player on the left, who would then deal the
new round. Thus, each player got a regular turn to deal, to hold the deck and distribute the cards.
For Erdnase’s “player without an ally,” it meant that the means to chicanery were placed regularly
in his hands during the game.But the cut served as a highly effective defensive measure against
this potential. Each new dealer would shuffle the deck thoroughly, apparently mixing the cards.
The rules of poker then required that the dealer place the pack facedown on the table directly in
front of the player to his right, the previous dealer. That player was required to cut the top half of
the deck to the table. Then the dealer placed the bottom half on the top half, known as “carrying
the cut,” gather up the deck, and begin dealing. The whole sequence was to be performed
deliberately and out in the open for all to see. Naturally, the other players watched it closely. It
was a solemn moment, almost a ritual.Since the glory days of the dandy riverboat sharps, who
worked the packet boats on the Mississippi and Red rivers in the second half of the nineteenth
century, the player doing the cutting was known as “the pone” (apparently derived from the Latin
verb ponere, to place.) The term was included in the rule books—Foster’s Hoyle and so forth—
well into the next century, but most card players of the era had probably never heard the word.
The other key position at the poker table, besides the dealer himself, was called “the age,” who
sat to the dealer’s left. The age always opened the betting that began with the new hand. The
dealer, the pone, and the age changed constantly throughout the game. That tradition, of
course, helped encourage the development of all the classic modern techniques of the
cardsharps.Cheaters worked overtime to come up with ways to get around the cut. Suppose a
crooked dealer could, through a difficult series of false shuffles, “run up,” or “stack,” a desired
hand or hands. Perhaps he could keep the cards he wanted on the bottom of the deck, where he



could then deal them surreptitiously. (Erdnase in fact considered the bottom deal the “greatest
single accomplishment” of the cardsharp.) But he would still have to present that deck to the
pone for the cut. “Though he may run up a hand however cleverly,” Erdnase writes, “the cut
sends him to sea again.” For the cardsharp, the cut was the ever-present hurdle, “the beté noir of
his existence,” as Erdnase puts it.A cheater might get lucky, Erdnase points out, and encounter
“a player who is careless enough to occasionally say, ‘Run them’—i.e., he waives the cut.” Ever
mindful of odds, “professional players always calculate on such a possibility, and will continue to
stock on every deal to some extent with that chance in view.” But it’s an unlikely scenario in fast
company. So, in The Expert, Erdnase turns his attention to other possible routes around the cut.
He reviews several—false cuts, palms, and some others. Realist that he is, he ruthlessly
assesses their strengths and weaknesses. None is strong enough for him to endorse
wholeheartedly.Erdnase includes still another method, one with which he was clearly obsessed.
The “shift” is one of the oldest moves in what Erdnase calls “the whole calendar” of card sleights.
It apparently originated among cheaters hundreds of years ago, probably during the sixteenth
century, and has evolved since then into one of the bedrock moves of card magic, where it is
known as the “pass.” Its standing in magic was certainly based on its being a direct and versatile
sleight. But it also retained a certain aura because it’s tremendously difficult to execute well.
Some card magicians who have mastered it want to show it off like a quick-draw artist.The shift
certainly makes great theoretical sense: while carrying the cut, the cheater uses sleight of hand
to shift the two halves back to their original order, all in an invisible blink. But as Erdnase makes
clear, the shift really moved into the repertoire of the magician chiefly because it was so much
more suited to his “environments.” “A half turn of the body, or a slight swing of the hands, or the
use of ‘patter’ until a favorable moment occurs, enables him to cover the action perfectly,”
Erdnase writes of the conjurer looking to execute a pass.But for the cheater who desires to shift
the deck in a card game, it’s a parched landscape indeed. “This artifice is erroneously supposed
to be indispensable to the professional player,” Erdnase writes, echoing one of the great
misconceptions of modern card magicians. “But the truth is it is little used, and adopted only as a
last resort.” The reasons are obvious to anyone who has ever played cards seriously. “The hands
may not be withdrawn from the table for an instant,” Erdnase warns, “and any unusual swing or
turn will not be tolerated.” Not only that, “a still greater handicap arises from the fact that the
object of a shift is well known, and especially the exact moment to expect it, immediately after
the cut.” Erdnase was pessimistic. “The shift has yet to be invented,” he declared, “that can be
executed by a movement appearing as coincident card-table routine.”It wasn’t for lack of trying.
Erdnase clearly labored mightily to come up with a shift that would work under the sharp eyes of
the other players in a money game. He offers seven different versions of the venerable sleight,
each different from the preceding one. Some were his own highly original creations. But he parks
most of them in the magic section of his book, where he knows they ultimately belong because
they just don’t fit “as coincident card-table routine.” The sharp’s shortfall was the magician’s
boon.If Erdnase was obsessed with the cut and the shift, well then so was David Verner. It was at



the root of his later drive to discover a center deal. If a sharp could deal the card he needed out
of the middle of the pack, he wouldn’t have to give the cut another thought. He would banish
Erdnase’s bête noire once and for all. It would be the ultimate crooked move. It would be
magic.Somehow, Erdnase himself managed to vanish more thoroughly than any of David’s
cards or coins ever could. Erdnase seemed to leave no trace of himself, other than his book. No
one seemed to know who he was when The Expert at the Card Table came out, and over the
decades his identity became an ever-deepening mystery. Yet, just as fully as Erdnase the man
seemed to recede into the shadows of magic history, his book—his sole book, as far as anyone
has been able to determine—only became more prominent.Because the U.S. copyright on The
Expert at the Card Table was never renewed, the book entered the public domain. Thousands of
copies have been printed during the century after it first appeared. Its standing evolved ever
upward as it came to be considered the fundamental text, the standard classic, on handling
cards for magic. And this ranking was due, in large measure, to the absolute devotion and
relentless proselytizing of Dai Vernon, Erdnase’s most prominent protégé and the greatest
student of the book. It was as if Erdnase had made some devilish bargain to erase his own
identity in order to guarantee the immortality of his masterwork. The switch seemed as clean, as
complete as when Vernon changed one card for another in the deck, a move he first perfected
by studying The Expert at the Card Table. Erdnase’s vanishing act stood with the greatest tricks
in the history of magic.* * *No magician can learn solely from books, no matter how
monumental. An apprentice needs to see how the masters do it. David Verner was no different.
As he developed, he began to learn from others who shared his interests. His “sessions,” as
magicians call them, ran the gamut. He met with other boys who were just starting out and he
sought out the top names of his art. Some sessions were planned. Others were chance
encounters.One unexpected lesson came in the Canadian north woods when David was about
ten and his father took him on a fishing trip. They would fish for rainbow trout all day and then
bring their catch back to the lodge, where it would be cooked for their dinner. Then they would sit
on the veranda, take in the night air, and chat with the other sportsmen.One night, one of the
other guests suddenly pulled out a pack of cards and started doing some tricks. They were
uncomplicated, direct, and extremely powerful, and David noticed that the man’s technique was
flawless. He asked David to pick a card and then he produced it with the best pass the boy had
yet seen. It was clean, clearly superior to what David had seen or imagined in his young life, and
it somehow ignited his ambitions. He was suddenly filled with an overwhelming sense of the
value of such a polished move—a single, beautifully executed sleight. He wished, as a child will,
that he could barter for it. He would be willing, he thought, to trade all the tricks he knew just to
do that one trick with the pass.But it wasn’t just the sleight that captured young David Verner’s
imagination. It was the man himself. He, too, was somehow different. David sensed it, and he
was taken with him. Yet he was puzzled, too. When he asked his father about him, he answered
forcefully that the man was a gambler. David’s father gave the word some weight, some
emphasis. It seemed to have some hidden meaning. He didn’t say that the man was a magician.



It was the first time David was aware of a difference, and it became an important distinction in his
mind. From then on, whenever he heard about a gambler he would make a point of trying to see
what he could do. Gamblers just seemed to be so much better at the skills that David was
looking to acquire.In 1904, at the Carnegie Library in Ottawa, David had still another unplanned
meeting that helped steer him along his remarkable path in magic. He had been spending a lot
of extra time in the library and on this day was particularly engrossed in an article in Scientific
American by Hereward Carrington, the era’s leading investigator of psychic phenomena. When
David happened to look up, he noticed a man watching him while he read. Over the next several
days, every time he returned to the library, he saw the man keeping an eye on him. Finally, the
man approached and spoke up.The man said he could see that David was “very much
interested” in an article on magic he was poring over. David agreed readily, declaring that magic
was his “hobby.” Do you know any tricks? the man wanted to know. Sure, David said, and
proceeded to pull out his miniature deck, which he always carried with him to practice his pass.
He demonstrated the sleight for the man, who then took the cards from him. “You have to do it
this way,” he told him as he executed the move flawlessly. He instructed David to keep the pack
perfectly squared, a crucial detail, before attempting the pass, and he added several other
helpful pointers. David saw right away that the advice improved his handling. He asked the man
if he knew any other tricks.They spent the rest of the day at the library, the man demonstrating
moves and thrilling David with stories about the fascinating characters in the world of magic.
David was filled with a sense of love for the art and for the first time got a strong feeling that this
is what he wanted to do with his life. Later, he liked to fantasize that the man, whom he never
saw again, was actually Erdnase, his unknown mentor.Sometimes, David would head to the
racetrack to see what he could pick up. Ottawa’s track had a lively scene, and David would
wander into the fairgrounds to watch the various scam artists plying their trade. These were still
the horse-and-buggy days, and the hustlers would ride in, park on the midway, and hitch up their
horses. Then they would climb up on their carriages to conduct their little shows. Sometimes
they sold fake watches or cheap goods, and sometimes they turned quick short cons. The track
was British in style, and young David got an up-close look at many of the hustles prevalent in
England at the turn of the century. Horse racing, “the sport of kings,” was a much-favored
diversion of the rich in those days. The wealthy spectators made natural suckers for the
grifters.Two common scams David observed were “thimble-rigging” and the “purse swindle.”
Thimble-rigging was a British version of the venerable three-shell game played with three large
thimbles and a real pea. The game was actually much more difficult to put over than the three-
shell game, requiring exquisitely developed sleights to present effectively. The vexing “purse
swindle” was a common play popular in the markets of London. A hustler would draw a crowd
with a spiel about an impossible bargain for a small leather purse he was selling. He would make
the deal even more tempting by openly placing a coin in the purse, offering to sell both for some
absurdly low price.Naturally, the huckster switched the coin at the last second, employing a
sleight called the “purse palm.” When the buyer moved off and opened the purse, she found not



a coin but a brass slug advertising the leather maker or some other business. These purses
always sold well at the racetrack, as the swindlers were taking advantage of people’s innate
desire for an impossible deal. (Dai Vernon would later incorporate the purse palm into a classic
coin routine he created called “Spellbound.”)But David saw more than just sleights at the
racetrack. He was adding to his store of artistic theory. Watching the hustlers, he saw how good
they were, how utterly natural their movements looked. Their deceptions were direct and
seamless, just like the man’s shift at the fishing lodge. A swindler on the fairgrounds might do
only one move, but he did it casually and imperceptibly while a crowd of people surrounded him
and watched him closely. David saw that these cheaters had no choice but absolute mastery. If
they made a mistake, it could mean bodily harm.Naturally, these swindlers weren’t too interested
in giving lessons to some pesky kid. Sometimes David would crawl up on one of the wheels of
the carriage to get a closer look. If they noticed him hanging around, they’d angrily chase him off.
“Get down, boy!” they’d shout. “Get down! Get away from here! We don’t deal with boys!” But
David was undeterred. He saw a lot at the racetrack.* * *David learned about his art in a more
traditional venue, too. His apprenticeship wasn’t limited to racetracks and lodges deep in the
woods. As Canada’s burgeoning capital city, Ottawa was a prime stop on the vaudeville circuit
and the city was studded with rollicking venues: the Bennett Theater, the Russell Theater, the
Family Theater, and the king of the vaudeville theaters, B. F. Keith’s. The Keith chain eventually
grew so large that it took over most of the other theaters. It was in these great old houses that
David Verner first saw some of the giants of modern magic, including T. Nelson Downs, Nate
Leipzig, J. Warren Keane, and Louis Jerome McCord, who performed under the stage name
Silent Mora.David wasn’t content with just sitting in his seat and then going home. He would
work his way backstage and sit patiently until he got a chance to talk with the performers. He
made a point of being scrupulously polite and complimentary, never brash, and wound up
starting friendships that, in some cases, would last for decades.Keane and Leipzig, both of
whom he saw at the Bennett, were especially important early influences. Keane, pronounced
“keen,” lived up to his name, as Vernon later liked to put it. He was sharp, worldly, and cultured,
and billed himself as “The After-Dinner Entertainer” and “The Society Entertainer.” Keane
generally avoided fraternizing with other magicians and never followed the pack, preferring
instead to craft his own effects, which stumped audiences and conjurers alike. His card work
depended heavily on psychology and closely observing people, their natures and reactions. One
trick in particular impressed David.It was a direct effect, simply presented, David’s favorite kind.
Keane spread the pack facedown and removed a single card, leaving it, too, facedown. Then he
asked David to name a card. When he named the ace of clubs, a lifelong favorite, Keane slowly
turned over the card he had segregated from the others. It was the ace.Keane gazed intently at
David. “I know this interests you,” he said. David was flabbergasted. “I don’t know why it
shouldn’t,” he said, gulping, “it’s the greatest thing I’ve ever seen.” Keane, who liked David and
felt he was serious about magic, decided to tell him how he did the trick. “This is very hard to
explain,” Keane warned him, “and even harder because you are a young boy, but I’ll try to make it



as simple as I can.”Keane went on to detail how he had duped David by letting him see the ace
without letting him register that he had seen it. “The principle lies in engaging your attention,” he
explained, “your undivided attention. You are concentrating on one vein of thought and your
mind is on this one track.” He then led him into the deception. “If you are conscious that you have
seen it, this thing won’t work,” he told David. “You must subconsciously see that card. Now if I
can hold your attention beyond this point by continuing the conversation, the trick has a larger
possibility of success. I suddenly say, ‘Name any card in the pack,’ and you will name the card
that registered on your subconscious mind.”Here was psychology employed directly as a tool of
art—David’s art. It was tantalizing, complex, and it made for an unorthodox, and staggering, card
trick. It was also full of obvious risks. How could you be absolutely sure that you had influenced
someone? Plainly, you couldn’t. Keane’s approach required confidence, experience, and the
rawest of nerve, a cardsharp’s nerve. It required an escape strategy, too, what magicians call
“outs.” But David saw that, as chancy as the method was, the effect was well worth the risk. It
was, far and away, the best trick he had seen yet. It seemed to be true magic.Keane’s work
galvanized David. He began reading William James and other works on psychology, and these
studies opened up still more paths. He began to see the extraordinary potential behind blending
sleight of hand with powerful, and tricky, subtleties. He was learning the elements of advanced
deception.If David was deeply intrigued by Keane, he fell flat in love with Leipzig, the
consummate master of sleight of hand whose handlings and performances were always elegant
and restrained. But what really set Leipzig apart, and prompted David to look up to him, was that
he was a true gentleman. He was born Nathan Leipziger, a Swedish Jew who had come to the
United States as a teenager and matured as a performer during the late-nineteenth-century
flowering of vaudeville and sleight of hand. Leipzig’s magic was shown to best effect close up, at
society parties and club dinners, where his startling card and coin work could be seen easily. But
when he was booked on the Keith vaudeville tour, he really made his international reputation by
showing what an effective showman he was.“I learned from actors’ presentation,” Leipzig once
wrote, stressing the importance of stage presence, voice, and audience management. In fact,
his stage card work was based almost exclusively on one exquisite move, called the side slip,
which he helped to perfect. “Without proper presentation the best sleight of hand is nothing but a
juggling feat,” he declared. Leipzig was famed for putting card tricks over in big halls. Typically, he
would invite a randomly selected committee of spectators up onstage, and then he would
perform for them. Their reactions would impart the magic to the house beyond, spreading the
delight to the entire audience. He passed on to David what he considered the ultimate secret:
“The audience must like you.”An advertisement in the newspaper first opened David’s eyes to
the great Max Malini. The ad was for an upcoming show at the Rideau Club, an exclusive Ottawa
men’s club where David’s father was a member. It showed a picture of a short, chubby man in an
overcoat and promised loudly that he would perform “miracles” using “borrowed articles” and “no
trick apparatus of any kind.”“Dad, you have to take me to see this Malini,” David announced to
his father, who turned him down flat. There were no children allowed at the club, he told his son.



But on the night of the show, David sneaked in, trying to find the best perch from which to watch
Malini surreptitiously. David ended up skulking just outside a pair of sliding doors that led from
the lobby to the performance area. The doors weren’t completely closed. His view was
obstructed, but he was still able to catch glimpses of Malini.The brash little magician was the
“last of the mountebanks.” His billing swore “Honest to Goodness, I Only Cheat a Little,” and
promised that “You’ll Wonder When I’m Coming—You’ll Wonder More When I’m Gone.” Both
claims were the truth. He was an improbable figure who would have an outsized influence on
David and other modern close-up magicians who came of age in the early 1900s.Malini was a
tiny fellow. His hands were so small they couldn’t cover a standard playing card. He had to have
his gloves made in a small woman’s size. Although he mangled the English language in his thick,
guttural eastern European accent, he nevertheless found great fame wandering the world,
entertaining royalty and the wealthy. Malini once lunged at Senator Mark Hanna in Congress in
1902, loudly ripping a button off his jacket with his teeth. Then, just as quickly, he restored it. At a
royal command performance in England, he addressed the Princess of Wales as “Mrs. Wales,”
as in “Mrs. Wales, take a leetle peek at a card, please.”Most magicians of the era had mastered
the cigarette vanish. Malini would go them one better by taking a borrowed cigarette—he
preferred if it was an exotic, hard-to-find brand—tearing it to shreds, mixing the tobacco into a
clump, and then vanishing the clump from between his fingers. Just as abruptly, he would
magically produce the restored cigarette and return it to its owner. Malini could sit at a bar and
make a mug of beer appear under his hat. In an incident that became famous in magic, he did a
similar trick at a restaurant in New York, this time lifting a fine Parisian hat he had borrowed from
a woman at his table to reveal a large block of ice.Malini’s approach was to prepare his
seemingly impromptu miracles long in advance. And he was a master at waiting until just the
right moment to execute a sleight or perform a trick. He collected straws from the bars of hotels
around the world so that when he returned he could perform a captivating, and apparently
casual, little trick in which he would tear and then restore the wrapper. When he was in
Washington, Malini would routinely visit the exclusive tailor shops and have them sew playing
cards into the jacket linings of various dignitaries’ suits. Days, weeks, even years later he might
run into the official at a reception. “What a physique you have!” he would exclaim as he patted
the target of his deception. If he felt that the card was still in place, he would turn another
spectacular effect. His audiences would, indeed, wonder about him when he was gone.* *
*Eventually, David was accomplished enough that he, too, took to the stage. It wasn’t exactly
vaudeville, but he did have a live, attentive audience the day he provided the magic portion of
the program for a school variety show. His parents attended. David performed some fairly
sophisticated effects, not the routine beginner’s fare typical of such shows. One trick involved
firing a borrowed watch out of a rigged blunderbuss and another required him to borrow a hat
from an audience member. He displayed the hat, showing that it was empty, and then he even
turned down the sweatband inside to show there was nothing hidden under it. After his little
show, David, glowing with pride, joined his parents. He found his mother in tears, practically



sobbing.“I was so ashamed of you,” she scolded her son. Why? he wanted to know. The show
had gone off so well. It was the hat, she explained. The hat? David’s mother told him that the way
he displayed the hat was in extremely bad taste. When he fiddled with the band inside, she told
him, he was implying that there were “some crawling things in there.” Beyond that bizarre leap of
logic, she was also upset with the whole air of his performance. “I was also ashamed at how
beastly professional you were,” she announced, which also struck David as absurd. The other
children had performed their segments “politely and sweetly … as children should be,” she
explained. David’s professional airs she found grotesque. “People might well think I adopted you
from a circus,” she said.David was more amused than disturbed by his mother’s reaction. He
loved her, but he saw that she just didn’t understand his approach to magic, which was studious
and diligent. Her attitudes seemed to him to be from a distant time and place. Besides, he didn’t
need to be a circus child to get the kind of schooling that interested him. Comfortable, genteel,
Victorian Ottawa had turned out to be a pretty good burg after all for an aspiring magician. It had
given him a sound grounding in the deceptive arts.Ottawa had even given him a new, more
magical sounding, first name. When David Verner, an excellent athlete, won a local diving
contest, an Ottawa newspaper mistakenly spelled his first name “Dai.” When his friends asked
him about it, he told them he didn’t know what it meant. But the name stuck and when he
eventually found out that Dai was a Welsh nickname for David, he let it stand for good. (As an
adult, he had all kinds of quips about the name Dai. He would say that his name was David but
that he had taken out the “VD.” And when people asked him whether it was pronounced “Day” or
“Die,” he would answer “eee-ther or eye-ther.”)* * *David’s parents still held out hope that their
oldest son would become an engineer, or, failing that, perhaps a traditional artist. He was
talented at drawing and painting, skills that ran in the family. But to them, a career in
entertainment was out of the question. When he reached high school age, they decided to send
him to Ashbury College in Ottawa, which was not a college in the American sense but a prep
school that had opened a few years before, in 1891. The British founder, George Penrose
Woollcombe, who had immigrated to Canada, was an Oxford University graduate who named
the school after his home back in England. Ashbury was as thoroughly steeped in the classical
British prep school tradition as an Earl Grey tea bag, which pleased David’s mother immensely.
She thought the British schools were much more upstanding and correct than the English-
French schools of Canada.But David’s strongest memory of his time at Ashbury was of more
Victorian absurdity. He threw himself into athletics at the school, and loved baseball, but
Woollcombe didn’t allow the game because he felt it led to bad language and rough behavior.
Ashbury offered cricket instead, which David found to be agonizingly slow and boring. It was a
ridiculous game to him.After Ashbury, David’s father secured him a place at Canada’s
prestigious Royal Military College in Kingston, Ontario. The college was modeled on the famed
Sandhurst in England. It was supposed to turn out finished, disciplined military men with
professional skills to boot. The RMC had a top-notch engineering program, which made it
attractive to David’s father. As at Ashbury, David excelled in sports, but the real highlight of his



RMC stint was the time he happened to find a stray card lying on the floor of the locker room
after a football game. Cards were still following him around.David picked up the card as he
headed into the open showers and began absentmindedly fiddling with it, palming it, passing it
from hand to hand and wondering how long it could hold up under the stream of hot water. Just
then the commandant of the college strolled in and began greeting members of the team. When
he got to David, whom he knew to be an amateur magician, he greeted him with a bellow. “Let
me see you produce a card now!” It was a joke, a locker room throwaway, but David answered by
reaching down between his legs and apparently bringing out a soggy card. The commandant
nearly fainted.At first, David coasted at the Royal Military College, casually enduring the hellish
first year when the raw recruits were shaped up. In the winter, they were marched out to Lake
Ontario, where two large holes had been cut in the ice. They were ordered to dive in one hole
and swim under the ice to the other. Those who balked were summarily pushed into the Arctic-
like water. David didn’t have to be pushed. He went right in and came right out again. It was
nothing to him.But his nonchalance, and physical hardiness, didn’t mean he was warming to the
idea of military life. Nor did it mean he was starting to accept his father’s plan that he become an
engineer. He wanted to be an artist. The Royal Military College, to David’s thinking, was just
something to be endured until the third year. The third-year students were the kings of the
campus. They could command the recruits at will. But David’s third year never came. The First
World War did instead. He left the college and went into the armed services.David began his
military career with a commission in the artillery. He found the training stimulating in its way.
(Incredibly, he would apply what he had learned in artillery training to magic. He adapted what
he knew about velocity and big-gun recoil to devise a unique sleight that enabled him to vanish
an apple-sized ball while seeming to pass it from hand to hand.) Like a lot of young men of his
generation, he wanted to go overseas to see some action. But instead of shipping out, he was
assigned to military headquarters staff. Because of his drafting skills, he was given office work
and soon found himself deskbound. He agonized when his younger brother Napier, a private in
the infantry, was sent to Europe and ended up in the fearsome combat at Verdun.
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Other Lies Mysterious Stranger Trick Decks: How to Hack Playing Cards for Extraordinary Magic
Card Tricks: The Royal Road to Card Magic Self-Working Card Tricks (Dover Magic Books) Self-
Working Close-Up Card Magic: 56 Foolproof Tricks (Dover Magic Books) Magic and
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Diarci, “marvelous. I knew Dai Vernon slightly during his Magic Castle years (didn't know him
well, I think he tolerated me because Jay Ose liked me and I was a friend of the Larsen's) and
this book captures the essence of the man as I was able to observe him. "The Professor," as Jay
always referred to him, was quiet, soft-spoken, a true gentleman. An aristocrat, really in that he
accepted reverence as his due but never demanded it. I didn't understand then just how much
he was revered by other magicians, but I can remember night after night seeing Jay, Charlie
Miller, Channing Pollack, Al Goshman, and many others hover around his table much as
Pavarotti and Domingo might have hovered near Caruso.Great story, too. If I have any complaint
it's that twice the book diverges without explanation for about 20 pages to talk about Pleasant
Hill, Missouri. Not to worry. All Is Revealed later.”

GW, “Great read and good companion for SWE "Expert at the Card Table". Great read about a
truly gifted card legerdemain artist. I would also recommend this as a good companion for
"Expert at the Card Table", i.e. Erdnase's book. It helped me to better understand and study the
SWE book. If you are into card manipulation and/or magic I would recommend this as a must
read. The copy that I received was in great condition although not new. Cover looks just like the
picture on Amazon. It had it's original outer cover and as indicated on Amazon, apparently came
from a library. Looks great in our library. This also has an interesting and educational early
1900's history of card sharps and card slights, plus the argot. Interestingly, Dai Vernon picked up
a lot of his card slights from back hall gamblers and card charlatans.”

Mike Pierce, “This is just a great story that is well written.. I purchased this book to learn a little
more about Dai Vernon and I ended up being drawn into a world of the 20's and 30's. It was
great fun and a very interesting ride. It seems like most people would only read this if they were
interested in magic or card handling and it's history but this book is really about a wonderful
story and is extremely well told. (Has Karl Johnson written anything else? If he does sign me
up. I wish I could write half as well as he has).The story is about Dai Vernon, a giant in the world
of magic, especially with a deck of cards, who goes looking for the famous center deal. Along
the way you meet a lot of very interesting people and places at a time when the colors of the
world were bright, clear and strong. The author is able to take you into the time and brings it to
life. If you are interested in that time period this is a great read.Anyone who is interested in
magic, cards, the 20's and 30's, great characters or even just a great story needs to read this
book.”

Matthew Senne, “An interesting tale, well worth your time!. If you find cheating at cards and/or
card magic to be interesting, then you may very well enjoy this tale centering on two greats in
their respective fields. Johnson assembles a well-researched history of the life of Allen Kennedy
(the cardsharp) and Dai Vernon (the magician). It's ostensibly the story of Vernon's quest to find



a great card move (all for the sake of seeing and learning it), but it serves as a detailed history of
the life and times of these two men, both with peculiar vocations.Parts of it diverge from the main
characters and delve into tangents (I'm thinking of Midnight Underwood's trial, and the Kansas
City gangs) but it's all interesting and sets the stage for everything that follows. It's a good read,
detailing a great American story.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A great adventure story!. Dai Vernon is undoubtedly the best-known &
most respected card manipulator of the past century plus. His research into & trip to find the one
man that knew something he didn't know makes for a thoroughly enjoyable read for any Vernon
fan, magical arts fan, & anyone interested in just having a good read.”

Andy Wallace, “Interesting story about an interesting man, reads like a novel. Magic and
magicians have fascinated me since a young age. I remember learning about this magician, Dai
Vernon, who was considered the greatest magician of the 20th century. His obsession with
perfecting his magic, and learning from the best practitioners is legendary.This book details his
search for the impossible move, being able to deal a card from the center of the deck. His
search reads like a detective novel, fast moving and fun to read. Highly recommended.”

J. Williams, “Dai Vernon's Quest for Excellence. This book works on so many levels - as a partial
biography of the great Dai Vernon, as a portrayal of an America during the railroad age, as a
history of magic during the era, as an inside view into the life of gamblers. Fans of magic will love
it but I daresay it's appeal is much greater. The Cardsharp in many ways is as fascinating as the
Magician.”

Beverly Kennedy, “Takes you back to the 20's and 30's when card games were at every train
town.. Excellent read about small town gamblers and their tricks. It happens to be about a man
from our town of Pleasant Hill, Missouri who had mastered the "center deal" and is based on so
much research and interviews here with actual relatives and others who knew Allen (Bill)
Kennedy. You won't be disappointed in this true tale.”

Bushcraft For Kids, “Magic Is Dead. This is a great book it highlights Dai Vernons thoughts about
magic. Today many magicians support these ideas using the phrase "Magic is Dead" I
recommend reading the book of this name as well as this. If you are a magician I would
recommend then moving on to the Revelation Manuscript. This really an excellent book.”

The book by Karl Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 51 people have provided feedback.
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